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Abstract. Optical Coherence Tomography Angiography (OCTA) has
drawn numerous attentions in ophthalmology. However, its data acqui-
sition is time-consuming, because it is based on temporal-decorrelation
principle thus requires multiple repeated volumetric OCT scans. In this
paper, we propose a Fovea-Attentive Residual Network (FAR-Net). By
combining an attention mechanism and residual learning, it is able to
extract capillary-level angiograms directly from a single OCT scan. The
segmentation results of the inner limiting membrane and outer plexiform
layers and the central 1×1 mm2 field of view of the fovea are employed in
the fovea-attention mechanism. So the influences of large retinal vessels
and choroidal vasculature on the extraction of capillaries can be mini-
mized during the training of the FAR-Net. The residual learning is used
to take advantages of the residual block’s shortcut mechanism, so as to
avoid the gradient vanishing and accelerate the network convergence. The
quantitative and qualitative results demonstrate that the FAR-Net has
the capacity to better-visualizing capillaries around the foveal avascular
zone than the existing work using a U-Net architecture.
Keywords: Optical coherence tomography angiography · Capillary vi-
sualization · Artificial intelligence.
1 Introduction
Optical Coherence Tomography Angiography (OCTA) is an emerging functional
imaging modality of OCT. In the last five years, it has drawn tremendous in-
terests in clinical researches [1]. OCTA is capable of discriminating blood flow
of retinal vessels with surrounding static tissue without the dye injection pro-
cess, which is obligatory in traditional Fluorescein Angiography (FA). Besides,
its capacity in resolving depth vascular information has shown superiority in
the early detection and diagnosis of prevailing ocular diseases, such as diabetic
retinopathy [2], age-related macular degeneration [3], and glaucoma [4].
However, existing OCTA techniques require much longer acquisition time
than OCT, which brings difficulties to the eye fixation of the observed subject.
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Fig. 1. Difference between OCT and OCTA in the imaging of the human retina.
As shown in Fig. 1, the 3D information covering the macular region of the hu-
man eyeball (A) could be achieved by a single OCT volumetric scan (B). But the
retinal vessels especially capillaries are barely seen from this volumetric data.
On the other hand, OCTA requires to continuously scan multiple times at the
same region [Fig. 1(C)] to calculate the 3D angiogram of the retina as shown in
Fig. 1(D). , because it follows a physical principle that the temporal decorrela-
tion of the back-scattered photons from a specific moving particle is related to
its velocity and the time interval of the measured photons (see [5] and references
therein). Restricted by the much longer acquisition duration of OCTA, numer-
ous technical efforts have been spent to eliminate or minimize motion-induced
noise or artifacts, such as increasing acquisition speed using swept-source OCT
[6], adding eye-tracking hardware [7], and employing complex post-processing
algorithms [8]. These techniques did improve the image quality of OCTA but
the extra cost and complexity hinder the clinical popularization of this promis-
ing new imaging modality.
Machine learning especially deep learning has the capability of extracting
high-dimensional information, which implies that we may be able to locate the
retinal vessels and capillaries directly from OCT without the requirement of
multiple repeated scans. In 2018, Lee et al. firstly tested this possibility with
an U-Net architecture [9]. The results of cross-sectional and en face angiograms
are very promising even though the visualization of the capillaries around Fovea
Avascular Zone (FAZ) and the contrast of the vessels still have room for im-
provement.
In this paper, we propose a Fovea-Attentive Residual Network (FAR-Net)
to extract 3D angiograms from single volumetric OCT data. A fovea-attention
mechanism using the segmentation information of the central fovea region is em-
ployed to mask out the large retinal vessel and the choroidal regions. Thus the
model can be forced to learn better representations of the capillaries. Instead
of the U-Net, we employ the residual block mechanism to avoid the gradient
vanishing and accelerate the network convergence. The main contributions of
this work are as follows: (1) We realize the extraction of the retinal capillar-
ies from OCT without the usage of the time-consuming repeated scans. (2) A
FAR-Net architecture is proposed which has been proven more efficient in achiev-
ing capillaries than the existing work using the U-Net. (3) The fovea-attention
mechanism we proposed demonstrates that including the medical knowledge of
retinal layers and fovea into deep learning can improve its performance in this
modality-transformation task.
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2 Methodology
Fig. 2 illustrates the workflow of the proposed FAR-Net. To extract the full
retinal flow maps and the capillary angiograms around the fovea, the full B-
frames and the B-frames masked with the fovea-attention mechanism are input
to the residual U-Net separately. The residual U-Net firstly extracts the features
from the B-frames and then generates the retinal flow maps by upsampling the
features gradually. The outputs of this network are the retinal flow map of full
OCTA B-frames and the capillary angiograms around the fovea. Then they are
combined to generate the en face and 3D OCTA.
Fig. 2. The workflow of FAR-Net.
2.1 Fovea-attention Mechanism
The capillaries are sparse and small on the B-frames, which causes the extraction
results of capillaries to have a neglectable contribution to the decent of the
training loss. Therefore, the model tends to prioritize the extraction of the retinal
flow map of large retinal vessels and choroidal vasculature to make the loss drop
faster, which makes the capillaries difficult to extract. Thus we propose a novel
fovea-attention mechanism to address this problem.
The main idea of our fovea-attention mechanism is to mitigate the influence
of large blood vessels during extracting the flow map of capillaries near the fovea.
We design a stereoscopic mask to focus the training of the FAR-Net on the area
near fovea as shown in the left part of Fig. 2. From the en face view, the mask
is a square containing fovea and a part of tissue surrounding the FAZ. From
the B-frame perspective, the upper boundary of the mask is the inner limiting
membrane (ILM) boundary and the lower boundary is the outer plexiform layers
(OPL) boundary.
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2.2 Network Structure
The network structure is shown as the middle part of Fig. 2. FAR-Net con-
sists of downsampling and upsampling residual learning [10] blocks and skips
connections among the residual blocks[11]. Residual block employs the shortcut
mechanism to avoid the gradient vanishing and accelerate the network conver-
gence. The residual learning mechanism has been widely used in medical image
processing[12,13]. The downsampling and upsampling residual blocks are resid-
ual blocks followed by maxpooling and transposed convolution layers respec-
tively. To mitigate the influence of information loss caused by downsampling, we
apply the skip connections [11] to concatenate the downsampled features and
upsampled features on the same level.
In order to extract the full retinal flow maps and the capillary angiograms
around the fovea, there are two kinds of inputs to the network. Input #1 are
full B-frames and input #2 are B-frames masked with fovea-attention masks.
The downsampling residual blocks extract the features from inputs. Then the
upsampling residual blocks generate the retinal flow maps gradually from the
extracted features. We train two individual networks to handle these two inputs
and output the corresponding retinal flow maps Output #1 and Output #2.
Finally, we combine the retinal flow map of fovea region (Output #2) and full
retinal flow map (Output #1) to get a fovea region optimized full retinal flow
map.
In the residual blocks, we perform batch normalization [14] and ReLU acti-
vation after every convolution layer in the residual block. Formally, we formulate
the residual blocks as
F (x) = H(x) + Hshort(x), (1)
where x is the input of residual block, H(x) denotes the output after x passes
through the two 3× 3 convolution layers, Hshort(x) denotes the output of 1× 1
short cut convolution layer and F (x) denotes the final output of residual block.
The skip connections concatenate the features is formulated as:
InputUl = Maxpooling(Output
D
l )⊕ ConvTrans(OutputUl−1), (2)
where InputUl denotes the input of upsampling residual blocks on level l, Max−
pooling(OutputDl ) denotes the output of downsampling residual blocks on level
l, ConvTrans(OutputUl−1) denotes the output of upsampling residual blocks on
level l − 1 and ⊕ denotes concatenate features on the channel dimension.
3 Experiments
3.1 Dataset
To the best of our knowledge, there is no public available OCTA dataset cur-
rently. So we established an OCTA dataset using a spectral-domain OCT sys-
tem with OCTA module (SPECTRALIS, Heidelberg Engineering, Germany) to
evaluate our model. This dataset contains 36 OCT volumes from both eyes of
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18 healthy volunteers. Each volume has 384 B-frames. They are one channel
grayscale images with 496 × 379 pixels. Each OCT B-frame has corresponding
continuous-intensity OCTA images as the ground truth.
We take 3 volumes as the test set and take the other 33 volumes as train and
validation set. We mix all the 12, 672 B-frames from 33 volumes and take 80%
as train set and 20% as the validation set. For the fovea-attention mechanism
setting, we remove the B-frames which are far from the fovea, i.e. B-frames whose
masks are all zero.
3.2 Implementation Details
Our method is implemented with PyTorch library. We train the whole model
from scratch. In our experiments, we use Adam algorithm [15] to optimize the
parameters of the model with a learning rate of 10−4 [15]. We use the pixel-wise
mean squared error (MSE) as our loss function. We train the models over 50
epochs. Validation MSE is calculated at the end of each epoch and training is
stopped when the model begins to either overfit or the loss function plateaus.
The input B-frames are normalized to have values between 0 and 1.
In an attempt to understand the intuition behind the design of FAR-Net
architecture and the fovea-attention mechanism, three different settings of ex-
periments are designed to demonstrate the advances of FAR-Net. The following
settings are used in our experiments: U-Net: The original U-Net structure [11],
skip connections between encoders and decoders. Residual U-Net: like the
U-Net structure, skip connections between encoders and decoders, and the en-
coders and decoders implemented with residual blocks, batch normalization after
every convolution layer in the residual block. FAR-Net: FAR-Net we proposed,
implemented with residual blocks and skip connections between encoders and de-
coders, batch normalization after every convolution layer in the residual block.
Fovea-attention mechanism applied.
3.3 Evaluation Metrics
In this work, we evaluate the performance of our proposed FAR-Net and other
methods with the following three metrics: MSE, peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR),
and structure similarity index (SSIM) [16]. The MSE is a measure of the quality
of an estimator, it is always non-negative, and values closer to zero are better.
The PSNR is a widely used metric to evaluate the signal-to-noise ratio, where
the higher PSNR the better. The SSIM value ranges from 0 to 1, and it is an
effective metric to measure the structural similarity between ground truth and
model output, where the SSIM values closer to 1 are better.
3.4 Experiment Results
B-frame Results: Fig. 3 shows the comparison of the proposed FAR-Net with
the baselines. Because this work is focused on the extraction of the capillaries
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Fig. 3. Comparison of different network architectures in extracting B-frame an-
giograms.
around the FAZ, so we limited the comparison to the 1 × 1 mm2 FOV cen-
tered at the fovea for better visualization of the tiny white dots and ellipses
indicating the capillaries. Three representative line positions (green, yellow, and
blue) as shown in the en face OCT image of the superficial retina in the left
side. Their corresponding B-frames are demonstrated in the box regions with
the same colors. As shown in Fig. 3, the unseen blood vessels, and capillaries
in the OCT B-frames could be clearly visualized in the OCTA images using the
traditional temporal decorrelation algorithms [5]. However, although the large
retinal and choroidal vessels are retained on the angiographic B-frames using
the U-Net-based approach proposed in [9], the retinal capillaries around the
FAZ are barely seen. With the assistance of the residual blocks, the visibility
of the capillaries is improved in the baseline images using the residual U-Net
architecture. Because of the sparsity of the capillaries in the OCTA B-frames,
its significance in the MSE loss function would be underestimated, which influ-
ences the extraction of these features to the deep-learning model. The FAR-Net,
which introduces the 3D fovea mask to get rid of the influence of the choroid
and the large retinal vessels, can significantly and precisely increase the weight
of the capillary features in the training. As shown in the Fig. 3, More capillaries
can be seen in the B-frame angiograms using the proposed FAR-Net.
Table 1. Performance of different methods of flow extraction on B-frames
Full Flow Map Fovea Region
U-Net Res U-Net FAR-Net U-Net Res U-Net FAR-Net
MSE(×102) ↓ 2.0933 1.9794 1.9784 5.9828 5.6883 5.5341±0.2370 ±0.2794 ±0.2792 ±1.7414 ±1.6923 ±1.6415
PSNR ↑ 24.9507 25.2109 25.2132 20.5565 20.7864 20.9069±0.4980 ±0.6388 ±0.6393 ±1.3305 ±1.3735 ±1.3836
MSSIM ↑ 0.8302 0.8400 0.8401 0.3683 0.4154 0.4270±0.0133 ±0.0124 ±0.0124 ±0.0425 ±0.0459 ±0.0485
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We further compared their performance quantitatively using the metrics
adopt in Section 3.3. We compared these metrics using both the entire B-frame
and the central fovea region for evaluating the influence of the region of inter-
ests (ROI) on the calculation of the metrics. As shown in Table 1, the FAR-Net
outperformed the U-Net and the residual U-net in both the measurement scales,
while its advantages are larger in the fovea-only comparison. This phenomenon
indicates the sparsity of the capillaries influences not only their extraction but
also the evaluation of the proposed methods, which also has been verified by
further excluding the choroidal vasculature.
Fig. 4. Comparison of the en face OCTA images using different architectures.
En face Results: En face OCTA has wider applications than the B-frames in
ophthalmology because it can be used to extract quantitative biomarkers like
vessel density and flow index conveniently. Fig. 4 demonstrates the en face an-
giograms using the different learning architectures compared with the ground
truth. The upper panel showed the entire 4.5× 4.5 mm2 FOV and the low panel
shows the zoom-in view of the central fovea region. As shown in Fig. 4, the
boundary of the FAZ surrounding by the capillaries are most clear in the en face
OCTA image using the proposed FAR-Net. Its area of the FAZ is closest to the
ground truth using the traditional OCTA.
4 Conclusion
We propose the FAR-Net to extract capillary-level 3D angiograms from single-
volumetric OCT scan. With the assistance of the residual learning and the fovea-
attention mechanism, the visibility of the capillaries around the FAZ is improved.
This technique is promising in replacing the existing temporal-decorrelation-
based OCTA methods because it avoids the requirement of the complex OCTA
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hardware and/or software, thus benefiting the popularization of this state-of-
the-art imaging functionality in the study and diagnosis of ocular diseases.
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